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Slides of the Work
Introduction
My interests in printmaking, specifically monoprinting,
began several years ago. These prints were made indepen
dently of photography to satisfy an occasional need to
break away from camera work. There was always something
about painting and drawing, essentially the physical
interaction between artist and paper, that was intriguing.
The action of markmaking on a surface seemed daring,
offering a release of creative energy I could not achieve
with photography alone. So, working within separate con
texts, I photographed some things and continued to make
monoprints about others.
Biographically , my photographs examined formally
ordered subjects and perceptual ambiguities. The mono-




ideas about a series of works to be produced for my thesis,
both types of image-making systems seemed important. They
have each had a liberating influence, one upon the other,
helping to broaden my perspective of both disciplines.
The photograph offers a sense of verification, a
link to the rational, and technical sensibilities. The
monoprint supports my imagination for markmaking, pro
viding a format for intuitive thinking. Therefore, reali
zing that a dialogue between media could be an exciting
collaboration, I began to incorporate photographs within
the monoprints, hoping to build a connection between
languages .
The Monoprint: A Background
Monoprints are singular, one-of-a-kind prints. They con
sist of an image drawn on a flat surface, such as metal,
glass, or plexiglass plate, and then printed on a
hand-
operated press, transfering the image from plate to
paper. Once the image has been transfered, the plate is
cleaned off and a new drawing is constructed. The process
takes no longer than it does to complete the drawing.
The monoprint is a kind of hybrid, in
that it partakes of the properties of several
media. Like the print, it is a transfered
image, but that image consists only of pigment;
it lacks that coded matrix that is physically
or chemically a property of a permanent printing
surface. Like a drawing, this transfer is a
unique (or almost unique) image, one that also
embodies some of the spontaneity and freedom of
the artist's hand. The fact of being a printed
drawing, however, adds an element of chance
an uncertainty born of the pressurized inter
action of pigment and paper.
J-
Someone once asked, "Why monoprints, as opposed to
other markmaking
systems?"
At the time, I had no answer
prepared. In retrospect, I chose monoprints for three
reasons: one, through experience, they offered me a
familiar base, and an opportunity to relate past efforts
with present and future exploration. Secondly, as a
photographer, I am accustomed to working through a number
of ideas very quickly. The physical immediacy of the
photographic process allows a realization of images (poten
tially) in a matter of hours. This accelerated pace is
akin to the immediacy and spontaneity present in the
monoprint process. Editioning these prints could take
a week or more to accomplish. And lastly, because
mono-
prints can be produced so rapidly, they offer "numerous





Using the structure and format of pre-thesis monoprints
as a point of departure, I began aiming the camera at the
horizon line in search of a link between photography and
print-making. These non-objective monoprints encouraged
a sense of ambiguous space that developed through the
juxtaposition of planeographic shapes with soft, organic
forms and colors. They examine the attitudes of man-made




interrelate photographs with these monoprints, it seemed
appropriate to take pictures in places where man-made and
natural structures were interrelating in a similar way.
I was able to develop a connection between the
natural structures and the man-made image. The horizon
line formed a structural and intellectual foundation for
this connection. This visual phenomenon the horizon line-
is the natural occurrence of a usually man-made shape, the
straight line. By tilting one's perspective up and down,
one can utilize the horizon to bisect cleanly the field of
view into neat, horizontal bands. The visual relation
ships that occur above and below this line depend upon the
objects within these bands and their distance from the
viewer. On a two-dimensional surface, these slices relate
to the lower, middle, and upper sections of the visual
framework (points below, at, or above the horizon) .
Through photography and drawing, I wanted to
alter
the normal visual syntax of the landscape. While intriqued
by the destruction of realistic perspectives, I was far
from interested in visual mismanagement; instead, I wanted
to suggest the presence of a realistic scene while impo
sing a revised visual order on its form and content .
*****
An initial approach to the work included having a
conceptual base for all the photographs taken. I soon
realized that the finished work was as much an experience
about the process of putting photographs together with
drawings as it was about individual photographic ideas.
This was due in part to the time involved in assembling
the photographs, inks, and paper. Logistics required that
several days might pass between the taking of photographs
and the final printing of the image. The process of
forming the work had a lot of creative potential. This
in turn influenced me to respond in a more intuitive way
to both the photograph and the drawing. I developed a
rejection for photography's "decisive
moment,"
instead
favoring a methodology that required a collaboration of
many moments. The photographs were less important as
individual images, becoming more relevant as bits of data
that could be altered in many ways to suggest thoughts
that may or may not have been pre-visualized.
I never fully understood the importance of com
bining my photographs and monoprints until late in the
project, initially being skeptical of a merger because
one medium had always afforded me a departure from the
other. Separately, they offered the experience of rela
ting to my surroundings in two different languages. This
varietal perspective was the fundamental reason for
working in two disciplines; to combine them seemed to
defeat that purpose. I did not want to lose the fresh
ness of thought that accompanied this variety. Ulti
mately, it was clear that each medium possessed signifi
cant strengths that could broaden and energize a combined
effect without sacrificing independent growth. I was
better able to relate both to drawing and photography as
systems for markmaking. Through their collaboration,
they not only served to expand my ability to communicate,
but provided a necessary link to the human and technical
senses within me.
*****
It is important not only to balance the intuitive
responses to process with concrete ideas, but to develop
a visual coexistence between media. There are many ways
to relate drawing and photography, although the most imme
diate relationship seems to be perceptual. While the
optical and hand-made marking systems are very different,
they do share common ground. Similarities include sug
gesting the existence of space, line, and form, through
size, shape, color, and perspective relationships. In
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contrast, the photographic vision can illustrate
points
in time and definition, while the print draws attention
to surface, texture, and the hand of the artist.
It was important that the viewer accept the col
laboration of these two media, to feel as though they
belonged together. To enhance the dialogue between
languages, color Xerox reproductions of original color
photographs were used. One inherent quality of color
Xerox is that it degenerates the original through a break
down of color and definition. It gives the photo image
less credibility as a document and more of the charac
teristics found in a print's surface and texture. A
visual blending of media was achieved by photographing
scenes that, when color-Xeroxed, would exhibit similar
qualities to those marks generated through drawing. The
variety and flexibility obtained in the drawn marks
served as a reference point from which to search for their
photographic equivalents .
The collaging of photographic and printed areas
within the picture created another system for visual co
existence between languages. Many photographs were cut
apart and reassembled into various shapes, as dictated by
the constructs of each new idea. This allowed the two
media to relate through compositional and intellectual
arrangements. While these photographic shapes were
placed photographically out of context, they did retain
a descriptive nature that linked the viewer to specific
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exterior scenes. These scenes functioned as spring
boards from which the viewer could think and relate the
recognizable images with the imaginary subject matter.
Bridges, jetties, fences, and buildings were all photo
graphed to describe man's involvement with the landscape,
exemplifying the containment of man's artificial borders.
Rather than treat these contemporary monoliths as environ
mental hazards, I described their relationship to the
land in a positive manner.
I have always been curious about those places in
which graphic artificial constructions have forced an
interaction with open space. In responding to the visual
order presented by this influence upon the land, I desired
a formalistic appearance to the images. Concerns for
composition and color were developed through a pre-thesis
exploration of photography and monoprints. These concerns
centered around the formal order of elements within the
frame, and the tension created when forms and colors of
opposing sensibilities were combined.
Two-dimensional geometric shapes played an impor
tant role in establishing compositions. The visual
dominance of these man-made shapes provided a structural/
aesthetic framework from which to construct each new
print. These shapes are evident in the subjects that were
photographed, in the shape of the assembled photographic
sections, and in the drawn elements within the image.
They take on the form of concrete walls, fences, and
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buildings accented with a variety of hand-applied shapes,
including rectangles, trangles, and trapezoids. As these
forms became more aggressive, the drawings would respond
to their particular characteristics . Some marks would
imitate actual objects within the photograph; others
emulated the shape of the photographic sections, and still
others served only to create compositional balance. The
successful juxtaposition of photography and markmaking
generated a spacial paradox, challenging the illusory
characteristics of both media. This overlapping created
a complementary contrast of information, asking the viewer
to re-evaluate decisions about two- and three-dimensional
order among the elements.
Borders of color drawn around the outside edges
were sometimes incorporated, to suggest the presence of a
frame through which the image is viewed. This frame pro
vided a personal connection to favorite pre-thesis photo
graphic themes. These themes include the frame as an
intrinsic, recurring shape within the format of photo
graphy, and also the frame as a reference to the rectan
gular window, through which photography subjects
three-
dimensional realities to two-dimensional surfaces. The
borders not only offer an intellectual or compositional
addition to the image, but also function as icons for that
proverbial
"window"
so characterized by photographic
vision.
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It is incredible the illusions photo
graphy has created and has successfully
perpetuated. The illusion of truth.
The illusion of reality. The illusion
of a mirror. The illusion of substance,
The only reality a photograph conforms
to is that of being a photograph.
^
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The Use of Color
Except for geometries, color provided the most influen
tial concern for these formalistic compositions. Because
I was not interested in how
"real"
the images appeared,
an idealistic outlook towards color seemed appropriate.
This was self-perpetuating, because the Xerox machine
used to reproduce the photographs never produced an
accurate replication of color, to begin with. In many
cases I relied upon the subjective personality of this
machine to provide ideas for new color schemes.
Use of color was intended to shape and enhance
not only what we see, but what we want to see. By mani
pulating colors against one another, color schemes
developed that could be
"keyed"
(or brought to life) by
the addition of one or more complementary colors. The
introduction of small amounts of contrasting color
established a positive tension between all colors, ener
gizing their combined visual effect.
There was a direct
relationship between the photographic
and hand-applied
color used. If the photographic color was saturated, the
color of ink could be intense, responding proportionately.
Bright, demanding colors were used to support the more
aggressive structural images. Many soft, pastel colors
were used to add a feeling of subtlety, gracefulness, and
space within the work.
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Observations made while exploring the landscape
provided additional impetus for the palette, working to
synthesize hand-applied and photographic color. While
different in texture, surface, and sensibility, these
two systems for color description were quite compatible.
This was due to the flexibility available in the selec
tion of inks. Any color that the photographic copier
reproduced could be duplicated by the mixing of an appro
priate color of ink. This reinforced the contradictions
between verification and imagination, while giving me
more choices with which to link the systems together.
14
Historical References Visual Inspirations
Throughout this project, I was continually focusing upon
comparisons and contradictions in form, space, and media
relationships. At first, these concerns were rational
ized as relating only to the concept of man-made and
natural themes within the work. Intuitively, though,
these concerns were more than that, surfacing through a
mental accumulation of visual data that had been stored
away from years of
"looking."
Many visual and intellectual sources have contri
buted to my desire to create this work. Two aesthetic
themes concerning photography have been most influential
in forming a base from which to grow. One centers around
the genre of tableau photography essentially, the fabri
cation or arrangement of subjects solely for the purpose
of the photograph. The other theme focuses on the use of
painting and drawing on photographs, generally referred to
as hand-colored photography.
Although my subjects are not staged, there exists
a freedom to manipulate the materials of photography,
corresponding to the tableau-maker
'
s freedom to arrange
his subject matter. And like the hand-colorist, I, too,
want to emphasize the unique qualities of photography
while exploring my own handwork. Basically, I want to
make, rather than find, my pictures, using photography
as an essential tool in arriving at that point.
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It may be important to note that while my interests
lie within a contemporary approach to both tableau and
hand-colored photography, neither theme is without its
historical foundation.
From the very beginnings of the medium,
photographers have 'staged' pictures,
the earliest known example being J. E.
Mayall's ten-part series illustrating
the Lord's Prayer done in 1845. The
whereabouts of that series is unknown, .
but the legacy of its character lives on.
The history of hand-colored photography is equally long.
Photographers have been adding the hand
touch to photographs since the inven
tion of the medium. Daguerreotypes
often received the bloom of life with
pinked cheeks and lips or the dazzle
of a touch of gold paint to jewelry.
An aesthetic movement developed during the 1880 's
further contributed to the history of hand-manipulated
and coloristic photographs. Naturalistic photography,
as described by P. H. Emerson, used the landscape and
nature as models for artistic study. Emerson and his
contemporaries were concerned with a soft focus and a
sense of atmosphere. They were interested in an "inter
pretation"
rather than a realistic depiction of scenes
and sought the Impressionist painters for creative
impetus. An awareness for personal expression increased,
and photographers began manipulating the surfaces of
their works.
A significant force in this development was gum
printing. First introduced in 1894, it was made popular
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in 1895 by Robert Demachy, a French artist and photo
grapher. Because gum prints were made by hand, the
process allowed for the manipulation of tone, surface,
detail, and color. Brushes were often used to apply
the light-sensitive emulsion to a support paper,
creating a textured surface characteristic of painting.
This drew attention to the process, exaggerating evi
dence of the hand of the artist. The traditional photo
graphic camps attacked the gum print as being
too'soft,"
becoming an imitation of painting. The gum printers
felt they were not imitating painting, but taking advan
tage of their medium in achieving an
"artistic"
style.
While the use of manipulated photographs is not
new, the motivations have changed over the years.
Nineteenth-century photographers altered their works to
disguise the photographic qualities; contemporary photo
graphers combine media in an attempt to relate photogra
phic capabilities with their own personal markmaking.
*****
In response to the contemporary forces surrounding
photography, I looked at the work
of photographers,
painters, and
printmakers alike, searching for those
likeminded artists asking similar questions and providing
alternative solutions. However, I was less concerned
with those who specifically
combined photography and
printmaking as with
artists whose work gave inspiration.
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The contemporary works of John Pfahl (photographer)
and Richard Diebenkorn (painter) served as visual refer
ences for this series of monoprints. Both Pfahl and
Diebenkorn use the landscape as an impetus for intellec
tual exploration, and both have concern for a formal
ordering of their respective visual elements.
Pfahl 's "Altered Landscape" series investigates
the spatial paradox that arises when three-dimensional
realities are subjected to two-dimensional photographic
surfaces. He intends to mislead the viewer into thinking
that surface markings (dotted lines, grids, and arrows)
are present on his images , when in fact they are incor
porated within the scene itself. Unlike my investiga
tions into two- and three-dimensional contradictions,
Pfahl 's spatial ambiguities happen in front of the
camera, before the point of exposure. My photographic
manipulations take place after being recorded, in con
junction with the printmaking process.
Unlike Pfahl 's work, Richard Diebenkorn 's
abstract expressionist painting (Ocean Park series)
examines exterior space through a non-objective display
of line, form, and color. His paintings synthesize the
elements of color, composition, and markmaking I feel so
intuitively attracted to for my own explorations. In
searching for a way to
express the sensibilities evoked
in Diebenkorn 's work, I found this quotation by David
Shirley:
. . . a most subtle dialectic between
form and color. The structural syntax
of his compositions, the poetry of his
inspiration, serve as checks to each
other, not of contradiction, but of





It is within the search for a connection between veri
fiable and imaginary images that I first wanted to
combine my photography and printmaking. The thesis pro
vided an opportunity to concentrate and expand upon ideas
and processes previously unexplored. It is by no means
finished, being used to connect past thoughts with
present and future interests. Further development of
this work may include changes in size, the amount of
photographic information included, and the increased use
of the border as part of the image area, breaking away
from the traditional rectangular format.
Through a collaboration of photography and
print-
making, I feel better able to relate to, and communicate
about, both media. Their respective influences have
helped in examination of my own visual sensibilities and
perceptual bias to the organization and interpretation of
the world.
. . . Anything is one of a million paths.
Therefore you must always keep in mind
that a path is only a path; if you feel
you should not follow it, you must not
stay with it under any conditions. . . .
Only then will you know that any path
is only a path, and there is no affront,
to oneself or to others, in dropping it
if that is what your heart tells you to
do. But your decision to keep on the
path or to leave it must be free of fear
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or ambition. I warn you. Look at
every path closely and deliberately.
Try it as many times as you think
necessary. Then ask yourself alone,
one question. . . . Does this path
have a heart? All paths are the
same: they lead nowhere. They are
paths going through the bush, or
into the bush. Does this path have
a heart? If it does, the path is 7





The physical process of combining photographs and
monoprints required many technical considerations.
Several independent procedures were necessary for both
the preparation and printing of the final image. This
section explains these procedures in some detail , to give
the reader a better understanding of how the images were
constructed. Each section is included in chronological
order, as needed to complete the process. It is important
to note that the project lasted several months, with many
attempts at producing work, continually photographing
and assembling new ideas in response to the ones already
completed.
COLOR PRINTING. After producing a contact sheet
from color negatives , I printed selected images a full




piece of color paper. This
allowed the photographic image to run the full width of
the final image area (if needed) , also 10 inches. While
attention was paid to color balance, scrutinizing color
was not necessary. The color Xerox machine used to copy
these prints was not capable of accurate reproduction.
However, once I was used to the capabilities of the Xerox
copier, the color of the original print could be altered
to compensate for inadequacies in reproduction. If the
machine had a tendency towards a blue cast, prints would






paper copies from the
color Xerox were used as the photographic portion of the
final image. By varying the color dials and contrast con
trol on this copier, I was able to manipulate the color
print. Sometimes soft color was desired; at other times,
harsh saturated color was needed. From day to day, the
machine's personality would change, producing various
qualities of copies. At first this was disturbing, but
with experience, I began incorporating the "color of the
day"
into the work, adapting to this copier's peculiarities.
PAPER. The paper used to support the photographs
and drawing is Rives BFK. This is a standard artist/





piece for this work, I tore
the paper down from large sheets, using a metal bar.
Printmakers (myself included) have a tradition about tear
ing, rather than cutting paper. Paper should be torn by
hand in support of the hand-made aesthetic. Besides,
torn edges are so much more attractive for prints than
cut ones. Once torn, very faint rectangles were drawn in
pencil on each sheet, describing the image area
(10"
x 14") ,
These served as guides for assembling the photo imagery and
were eventually erased or
absorbed into the printed image.
PHOTO IMAGE ASSEMBLY. With a selection of color
Xerox (photo) images and paper organized, the photographs
were cut apart and reassembled onto the sheets of paper.
When the arrangements were complete, they were dry-mounted
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onto the Rives paper. The heat of the dry-mount press
did not affect the surface or color of the Xeroxed
photographs. At this point, plain sheets of Rives paper
had portions of photographic information dry-mounted
to them. The rest of the image was added through the
monoprint process.
MIXING THE INK. The last preliminary procedure
before printing was the mixing of ink. A selection of
soft and saturated colors was prepared, to offer a
balance of sensitivities. Lithographic inks were used,
and all the colors were mixed from five basic colors:
process red, process blue, process yellow, black, and
white.
To extend the quantity of ink and to create a
translucent quality to the color, I added a transparent
extender. This extender tends to make the colors less
pure by allowing other colors to be seen through them.
However, it does emphasize the layering of color, adding
to the dimensional qualities of the drawing.
Sufficient quantities of each color were mixed at
the start of the project and reused several times. The
inks were wrapped for storage in a heavy-gauge plastic,
to avoid drying. At times, special colors were mixed to
illustrate a new idea, or to complement a particular
photographic color.
PRINTING THE FINAL IMAGE. With inks, paper, and
photographic images prepared, the last step was to create
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and print the drawing (monoprint) , pulling the whole
process together. Because of the significance the draw
ing had on completing the image, much of the creative
decision making was developed at this point. I often re
evaluated first impressions of the photographs because of
their changes from shooting to assembly on the paper.
The immediacy of the monoprint gave me the opportunity
to respond quickly to an idea, trying a new one, all
within the same printing session.
THE PRESS, PLATE, AND REGISTRATION. A flat-bed
lithography press was used to print this work, each
piece being run through the press by hand, one at a time.




was used as the printing plate. Aluminum plates can
also be used, but I found the plexiglass more durable






rectangle describing the image area
was scribed into the plate, to provide a reference for




(paper size) rectangle were scribed into the
plate to be used as registration marks for the paper.
Corresponding pencil marks on the back side (because the
paper will be face down when printed) of each piece of
paper line up with these plate marks.
This insures
near perfect registration of the paper and photographs,
with the drawing on the plate.
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When drawing on the plate, it was impossible for
me to keep the ink only within the image area. Ink out
side this area would print on the borders, if not removed
or covered. To compensate for this, an acetate mask was
used to keep the borders clean. This was hinged to the
plate in register and placed over the drawing before the
paper was positioned on the plate for printing.
DRAWING THE IMAGE. Several materials were used
to draw the image onto the plate. Printing rollers and
small hand brayers applied most of the color. Crayons,
pencils, paper scraps, and graphite shavings all genera
ted various kinds and qualities of marks. To avoid
printing over the photographic areas, special masks were
cut and registered onto the plate, blocking the transfer
of ink from plate to paper. This was complicated by
the fact that everything had to be done in reverse, in
order to come out reading correctly. Once the drawing
was complete, it was printed and set aside to dry for
several days. When dry, any additional marks or colors




Olympus OM-1 Body fitted with H. Zuiko 24mm
f/2.8, 28mm f/2.0, and 35mm f/2.8 lenses.
Film and Development:
Kodak Vericolor II Professional Type S; Machine
Processed, Kodak C-41 Chemistry Process.
Photographic Paper:
Kodak Ektacolor 74 RC, Type N Surface, Size 8"x
10"
Color Xerox:
Color Xerox copies made on a Xerox 6500 Color
Copier.
Printmaking Paper:





Brand Flatbed Lithography Press.
Inks:
Standard Lithographic Type: Process Red, Process
Yellow, Process Blue, Black, and White.
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Purpose
The thesis will explore the aesthetic sensibilities of
the land- and seascape through a collaboration of photo
graphy and printmaking. I am interested in developing a
dialogue between mediums that can broaden and energize
their combined visual effect, thus transforming a trans
parent document into a product of imagination.
Background and Scope
This project began out of an occasional need to break
away from camera work and start dealing more with mark-
making and the physical interaction between artist and
paper. Historically, my photographs and prints have
studied exterior space: the photographs experimenting with
collaged suburban environments, and the printmaking involved
with the landscape in a formal, non-objective display of
line, form, and color. I have long been interested in
manipulating the photographic image and feel that drawing
and photography can function as creative visual extensions
of each other. Each process has inherent physical and
visual characteristics that can be exploited to enhance the
other. A photograph's transparent vision can produce or
deny illusions of space, time, and definition, while sup
ported by the print's ability to focus upon line, surface,
and texture. Recognizing the potential between languages,
I now want to combine them in an effort to create a gestalt
of my singular thoughts into a more complete and coherent
statement .
Procedure
The monotype, unlike the traditional editioned print,
is a singular image, one of a kind in nature. Using
the monotype as a fulcrum to balance process and idea,
I will be producing images that incorporate elements of
ink, graphite, and photography. Photographic processes
such as color Xerography, haloid transfers, and liquid
emulsion may be used to generate a photographic portion
of the image. The work will be printed on an etching
press, using fine commercial artist's paper. I will
maintain a notebook, storing ideas and drawings for
finished pieces. A thesis exhibition of monotypes during
the Fall of 1981 is anticipated.
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